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Abstract - -  The elimination technique, i.e., the transformation f a differential system given by its 
state space representation into a local dltfeomorphism, depending only on its input-output variables, 
becomes a very interesting problem for various theoretical and experimental reasons. In the case of 
l inear and bilinear state space systems, this transformaticm consists of a series of elementary algebraic 
operations, which can be emily written in formal anguage. We will give, in this article, the algorithm 
written in REDUCE and same results of our computations. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
How to define the equivalence between two systems, and is there some way to transform a system 
from a state space representation (also called general form) to an equivalent system with suitable 
form? These are some questions that are of fundamental importance in system theory, and those 
questions have been discussed since the very beginning of modern system theory. 
In the early sixties, Kalman [1] and Bellman [2] have shown that an equivalent relation can 
be established for systems in state space form, based on similarity transformations in the state 
space. Many years later, in the beginning of the eighties, the transformation of a state space 
differential system into a local diffeomorphism becomes a point of theoretical interest. 
Willems [3, 4] has solved this problem for linear time invariant systems, and the same has 
been done by Blomberg and Ylinen [5]. They dealt with the linear case by means of polynomial 
system theory. 
For nonlinear systems, one has some results due to Van der Shaft [6], Conte Moog and 
Perdon [7], and recently Fliess [9] has shown, for a large class of state space systems, that it is 
always possible to have an equivalence, such as in the linear case. 
We are interested in this paper in systems which are described in the state space representation 
by a linear or bilinear algebraic structure (see the following chapter). These systems can be 
transformed into local diffeomorphisms (depending only on their input-output variables) by a 
very simple process of elementary algebraic operations which can be easily transposed in formal 
language. 
After a brief review of some control theory we will give the algorithm and some results of our 
computation. The example of a program written in REDUCE is also given in Appendix A. 
2. REVIEWING SOME CONTROL THEORY 
2.1. Not ion of  Equivalence:  
Let us consider a general system description of the form 
P(w,  ~v, w(2), .  . . , w(k ), 77, il, tl(2), .. . , tl (0) = 0 (1) 
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where w E H n are called the external variables (also called input-output variables), ~ E R s are 
called latent variables, and P is a nonlinear C °O function defined from I~O +s , R r. 
The system (1) is generally called an external differential system, and the latent variables can 
be state, partial state or other characteristic variables of some behaviour of the system. 
Let us enounce adefinition of equivalence due to Willerm [3]. Two external differential systems 
as (1) are called equivalent if the set of trajectories that they allow for the external variables are 
the same. See also Van der Shaft [6]. 
~.~. The Elimination and Realisation Formalism 
Let us consider a differential system in its general state space representation 
= F(q ,u , , )  
(2) 
U - h(q,u,t)  
where q is the state vector of dimension N, u is the input control vector of dimension m, t is 
the time variable, and F and h are two C °O functions defined from R lv+m+i ~ R N and from 
RlV+m+ 1 ~ R r, respectively. 
Let us consider the following differential system, depending only on its input-output variables 
and the time variable 
S(y, y , . . . ,  y Or), u, , i , . . . ,  u (k), t) = 0, (3) 
where p, u, t, N are defined as in (2) and S is a Coo function defined from I~ v+'n+x , W. 
For a given differential system like (2), the elimination problem consists of finding its equiv- 
alent (in the sense defined in 2.1.) in the form defined by (3). 
Inversely, the realisation problem can be also defined as for a system like (3) to find its suitable 
equivalent in (2). 
3. THE EL IMINATION PROCESS FOR GENERAL B IL INEAR SYSTEMS 
3.1. Presentation 
Let 
fit 
(1 = aq+Eu iB 'q+Cu 
i l l  
y = Dq+Eu,  
(4) 
be a generalised bilinear system, where q is the state space vector of dimension N, u is the control 
vector of dimension m (ui is the i-th coordinate of u), y is the output vector of dimension r and 
A, B1, B2,. . . ,  Bin, C, D, E are rn+4 matrices of dimension N x N, N x N, . . . ,  N x N, N x m, 
r x N, and r × m, respectively. 
These m + 4 matrices can be time dependent and/or parametrised. 
By vanishing 2 or 3 suitable matrices, it is easy to find, from (4), a classical bilinear or linear 
system. 
Our elimination procedure consists of finding, from (4), its equivalent, in the following form 
N 
EQ. (u ,u , . .  u (k))diy' • , = qoo , ( ' . ' ,  , , . , e ' ) ) ,  
i=O 
for s E [1, r], where Q00,, Q0°, Qi,,  . . . ,  Q/v, are r,(N-I-2) rational functions of u,/~,. . . ,  u(~). For 
any of the specified parameters and/or the time variable t, the Qi are defined from R kxm+l , 
R ~, for i E [00, N], and by 
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P.  (t,, 6 , . . . ,  u¢h), t) 
Q" = Pl,(u, 6 , . . ,  u¢k), t)' 
for i ¢ [00, N]. 
P,  and P'o axe 2.  r .  (N + 2) polynomial, of order N, at most, of the variables u, / , , . . . ,  u(k). 
3.~. The Algorithm 
Let us consider the set of r, (N + 1) x (N + 1) linear systems in ~ and ql (ql is the first coordinate 
of q), constructed with the system 
gn 
(I = Aq + E ut B~q + Cu, 
i=1 
and with the i-th line of the equation, i E [1, r], 
y=Dq+Eu.  
This set of systems can be written as, 
- (a l l  +~'~,~jb11¢) 1 0 .. .  
- ( .31  +~u~b31~)  o o "'. 
• . l 
"" 0 
• . .  0 ql 
o ~ 
0 4a 
4~ 
F 7., + + E,..I 
• .. + " ~ , -1  -,bNi,] o 0 E j - -2  - 
(5) 
for i q [1, r]. 
Let us call ms the left matrices of (5) and vi the right vectors of (5). If the mls axe invertible, 
(5) can be written as 
ql 
~2 
q3 = rn71 * vi (6) 
Let wi be the result of the product m~ -1 
we have 
6 
~2 
~3 = w~(q2,..., q~v, 6 , . . . ,  qM, y, ~). (7) 
@ 
Then, by the subtraction of the first and second line of (7), we have eliminated the variable ql 
and reduced by one the dimension of the r systems. 
*vi. By deriving with respect o t the first line of (6), 
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The next step, of course, is to consider the resulting systerrm in the form 
q2 
t r~ q3 -- V2i , 
where mz  and ~ depend only on gs , . . . ,  q~v, y and y. 
The variable q= is then eliminated by the same derivation and subtraction process as in (6) 
and (7), 
q4 = W~l/(q3,..., qN, Z/, ]/, ~/(2)). 
qN 
This process will continue until the N variables q have been eliminated from the r differential 
systems. The resulting diffeomorphism, after the last derivation and subtraction, is given by 
~iN(u ,  . . . , u (k ) ,~ l ,  . . . ,~] (N) )  ... O. 
3.$ .  The  program in  REDUCE 
There are three REDUCE operators [8] that have greatly simplified the programming of this 
algorithm: 
• the ,,kid command, which permits a simple manipulation of multiindex variables; 
• the coeffn operator, which returns the coefficient attached to a specified multiindex vari- 
able; and, 
• the c lear  command, which permits the redefinition of algebraic structures during the run. 
More precisely, the program in REDUCE consists of defining 3 x r matrices rni, v~, and w~ 
(for i E [1, r]). At each step, the wi matrices define the set of resulting equations given by 
w~ - 0, for i E [1, r], 
and the computation consists of defining the mi and the v~ from the wi. The product of m~- 1, vi 
and the derivation and subtraction of the two first lines give the new w~ and so on. Figure 1 
gives the flow-chart of this process. 
£.f. Some Res,dfs 
Our first idea was to compute the resulting diffeomorphism of(4) for formal variables (no specified 
value for the A, Bi, C, D, E), and for a monodimensional input-output system, with an increasing 
set of values or N (N -- 1,2,...), but for N - 5 our computer--an IBM 3090-600--generated 
memory fault with a 4 megabytes workspace. For linear systems (Bi - 0 and E -- 0), the 
computation has been done without problem until N = 10. With specified values, both of these 
systems can be processed for higher values of N. 
We give, as an example, the formal elimination of a classical inear system. For reasons of 
conciseness, we take N - 2 for the linear system. Then, the elimination procedure for a linear 
system such as 
ql " a11ql + a12q2 Jr CllUl Jr Cl2tL2 Jr Cl3U3 
q2 - aalql Jr aaaq~ Jr c21ui Jr e22u~ + c~3us 
Yx = dxxqx Jrd1~q2, 
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INITIALISATION [ 
[ 
Construction of the r matrices Wl [ 
m 
such that wi -- 0 define systems (5) I 
LI 
-I 
[ Construction of the ml and the v~ [ 
m m 
I 
[ Clear w, : d imwl  =d imwi -1  ] 
I 
m 
Computation of m~ "1 * ~ [ 
Derivation of its first line I and substraction of the two first lines 
I 
The wl equal the resulting system 
Clear the ml and the ~i: 
d immi  = d imml  - 1 
d ime~ = dimo~ - 1 
Print the wi [ 
Figure 1: Flow-chart of the elimination process. 
leads to the equation 
y(2) --  ~](1) [a l l  "b a22] --  ~] [ - -a1 ia22 -4- a12a21] 
= u~ 1) [dxcll + c21d2] + u~ 1) [dxc12 + c22d~] 
"bU (1) [dlC13 -b c23d~] + ux [-aalc2xd2 + a12c21dl + a21clld2 - a22clld1] 
+u2 [-allC22d2 + ax2c22dl + a2xc12d2 - a2~c12d1] 
+u3 [-allc23d2 + a12c23d1 + a21c13d~ - a22c13dl]. 
Appendix A gives the program, written in REDUCE [8], which processes this problem. 
4. CONCLUSION 
We have presented a program solving the elimination problem for generalised bilinear systems 
such as (4). 
This program can be written in a particularly simple form by the use of the mkid, cleax and 
¢oeffn operators of REDUCE, but for increasing vMues of N, the REDUCE program failed for 
differential systems of order higher than 10. 
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APPENDIX  A 
We give in this appendix a program, written in REDUCE [8], which gives, for a generalised 
formal (i.e., no specified values for the matrices A, Bi, C, D, E in (4)) bilinear system of dimension 
n, with a vector of control of dimension m, its equivalent bilinear input-output diffeomorphism. 
Because of the formal resolution of the problem, we do not need the use of multidimensional 
output vector, but the transformation of this program from a single output problem into a 
multidimensional output problem is very easy by the introduction of a new fo r  loop (see the 
comment in the program) and by the transformation of the dimension of the matrices ntred, vred 
and wred. The matrices tared, vred and wred become matrices of dimension (n + 1, r), with r 
the dimension of the output vector. 
In the program, ml is ared,  vl is vred, wl is ured. 
comment beginning of the  programs 
comment input  of the  d imension of the des i red  b i l inear  systems 
n:=2S 
comment input  of  the  d imension of the cont ro l  vectors  
m:ffil$ 
comment initialieat ions 
matr ix  n t red(n+l ,n+l ) ,v red(n+l ,1 ) , s red(n+l ,1 )$  
depend y,t$ 
fo r  i := l :m do depend mk id(u j i ) , t$  
for i:=1:n do depend mkid(q,i),t$ 
for i:=1:n do factor mkid(q,i).t$ 
for i:=1:m do factor mkid(u,i),t$ 
for i:ffil:n do factor df(mkid(q,i),t)$ 
comment filling the matrix wred with the generaliaed bilinear systems 
fo r  i l := l :n  do << 
ured(il,l):=O$ 
for ic:=l:n do << 
wred(il,1):=.red(il,1)+mkid(mkid(a,il),ic)*mkid(q,ic)$ 
for iu:ffi1:m do << 
wred(il,l):=wred(il,1)+mkid(mkid(mkid(b,il),ic),iu)*mkid(u.iu)*mkid(q.ic)$ 
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>>S 
>>$ 
for iu:=l:m do << 
vred(il.1):=wred(il.1)+mkid(mkid(c.il).iu)*mkid(u.iu)$ 
>>$ 
vred(il.l):=.red(il.l)-df(mkid(q.il).t)S 
>>$ 
wred(n+1.1):=O$ 
comment beginning of the for  loop for  a multidimensional output vectors 
comment approach$ 
for ic:=l:n do << 
wred(n+l.l):=,red(n+l.l)+mkid(d.ic)*mkid(q.ic)S 
>>$ 
for iu:=1:m do << 
wred(n+l.1):ffiwred(n+l.l)+mkid(e.iu)*mkid(u.iu)S 
>>$ 
wred(n+l,1):=wred(n+l,1)-y$ 
comment beginning of the reduct ion procedures 
out "c : \Reduce\app l i c \d i f feo \d i f fb i2 . red" ;  
for  i ind := l :n  do << 
dimrest:=n+2-iind$ 
c lear  tess  
matrix res (d imrest - l , l )$  
for  i i := l :d imrest  do << 
mred( i l ,1 ) : : coe f fn (wred( i l ,1 ) ,mk id (q , i ind) , l )S  
for  ic :=2:dimrest do << 
mred( i l , i c ) : : coe f fn (wred( i l ,1 ) ,d f (mk id(q , ( i ind+ic -R) ) , t ) , l )$  
>>$ 
vred( i l ,1 ) :=-coef fn (ered( i l ,1 ) ,mk id (q . i ind) ,O) -  
coe f fn (wred( i l j l ) ,d f (mk id(q , i ind) , t ) ,O)S  
v red( i l ,1 ) : :v red( i l ,1 )+coef fn (wred( i l ,1 ) ,mk id (q , i ind) , l ) *mk id(q , i ind)+ 
coef fn (wred( i i ,1 ) ,d f (mk id(q , i ind) , t ) , l ) *d f (mk id(q ,  i ind) , t )$  
vred(il.l):=vred(il.l)/2$ 
for idev:=(iind+l):n do << 
vred(il.1):=vred(il.l)+coeffn(wred(il.1).df(mkid(q.idev).~).l)* 
df(mkid(q, idev) , t )$  
>>$ 
>>$ 
er i te  ("wred", wred) $ 
writ • ("tared". tared) S 
writ • ( "vred", vred) $ 
vred:=(mred*-l)*vredS 
res(l.l):=wred(2.1)-df(wred(l.l).t)$ 
for il:=2:(dimrest-l) do << 
res(il.l):=,red(il+l.l)-df(mkid(q.(iind+il-1)).t)$ 
>>S 
clear mredowred.vred$ 
matrix Lred(dimreet-l.dimreet-l).,red(d!~reet-l.1).vred(dimrest-l.1)$ 
for il:=l:dimreet-I do << 
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wred(il, 11 :=res(il, 115 
>>$ 
>>$ 
clear mred, wred, vred$ 
for i:=l:n do remfac mkid(q,i1$ 
for i:=l:n do remfac dk(mkid(q,i),t1$ 
for i:=O:n do factor df(y,t,i1$ 
write("the local diffeomorphism, solution of the sys t~ is:")$ 
write(.red(1, I) ," : =05")$ 
npui := deg(num(coeffn(.red(l~l) ,df(y,t,n) ,111 jakid(u,l))$ 
write("Degree max of Ul",npui)$ 
for i:=n step -1 until 0 do << 
write("coeff of df(y,t,",i,"):")$ 
writ • ("numerator") $ 
for iu:=l:m do << 
write("control u",iu) ; 
for ipui:=2*n step -1 until 0 do << 
vrite("u",iu," of power ",$piu); 
writ • (coeffn(num(coeffn(~rred(l, 1) ,dr (y,t,i), I)) ,~kid(u, iu) ,ipui))$ 
>>$ 
>>$ 
vr it • ("denominator" ) $ 
for iu:=l:m do << 
~rite("control u". iu) ; 
for ipui:=2*n step -1 until 0 do << 
vrite(°'u '' , iu," of po.er ",ipiu) ; 
write (coef fn (den(coeffn (~rred (I, 1), df (y, t, i), I) ), mkid(u, iu), ipuil )$ 
>>$ 
>>$ 
>>$ 
.rite ('°free terms"1$ 
tl : =coeffn(.red(1,1) ,y ,0)$ 
for i:=l:n do tl:=coeffn(tl,df(y,t,il,015 
write ("numerator" 1 ; 
for iu:=l:m do << 
.rite("control u", iul ; 
for ipui:=n step -1 until 0 do << 
.rite(°'u",iu," of po.er ",ipiul; 
write (coef fn (num(tl) ,mkid (u, in), ipui) 1 $ 
>>$ 
>>$ 
.rite ("denominator °' 1 $ 
for $u:=l:m do << 
write("control u",iu) ; 
for ipui:=n step -1 until 0 do << 
.rite("u",iu," of po.er ",ipiu) ; 
wrlt • (coeffn(den(tl) ,mkid(u, iu), ipui) )$ 
>>$ 
>>$ 
comment end of the fo r  loop fo r  a mul t id imens ional  output vectors 
comment approach$ 
shut "c : \Reduce\app l i c \d i f feo \d i f fb2 .  red" ; 
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comment end of  programs 
end; 
For the problem defined in 3.4, this program gives the following results: wred after the first 
step, i.e., without elimination: 
HAT(1 .1)  
NATC2.1)  
NATC3.1)  
:= - ( - Q l *A l l  - Q2*A12 - U1 ,C l l  - U2 ,C12 - U3 ,C13 + DF(Q1.T) )  
:= - ( - 01"A21 - q2*A22 - U1"C21 - U2 .C22 - U3 .C23 + DF(Q2,T) )  
:= Q I*D1 + Q2*D2 - Y 
The local input-output diffeomorphism solution of this problem is: 
- (U I *D I* (  - A11*C21*D2 + A12*C21*D1 + C11*A21*D2 - C11*A22*D1)  + 
U2*DI* (  - A11*C22*D2 + A12*C22*D1 + C12*A21*D2 - C12*A22*D1)  + 
U3*DI* (  - A l l *C23*D2 + A I2*C23*D1 + C13*A21*D2 - C13*A22*DI )  + 
Y ,D1*(  - Al l *A22 + A12*A21)  + DF(Y ,T )*D I t (A11  + A22)  - DF(Y .T ,2 )*D1 + 
D l* (DF(U1,T )*C11*DI  + DF(U I ,T )*C21*D2 + DF(U2,T )eC12*DI  + DF(U2,T )*  
C22.D2 + DF(U3,T )*C13*D1 + DF(U3,T )*C23*D2) ) / (A I l *D l*D2 - 
2 2 
A12*D1 + A21*D2 - A22*Dl*D2) : :O$  
